Designed by ~ Carla LaVer<br><br>Graphic 45® Supplies:<br>1 pk Time to Flourish Deluxe Collector's Edition (4502365)<br>1 pk Square Tag & Pocket Album—Kraft (4501286)<br>1 pk Rose Bouquet Collection—Precious Pink (4501786)<br><br>Tools, Adhesives & Ink:<br>Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring tools, bone folder, pencil, craft knife, corner rounder punch, various adhesives, hot glue gun, Optional: brown distress ink and applicator<br><br>Notes:<br>• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube channel!<br>• All measurements are width x height, unless specified.<br>• When cutting papers, be mindful of the pattern direction.<br>• Paper edges can be distressed with brown ink, which is optional.<br>• The album has a total of 36 pages, three pages per month; the back of front cover is for Jan and the back cover is for Dec.<br><br>Directions:<br><br>1. Cut a 5⅞” x 5⅞” of Jan. Flourish, adhere it to the back of the front cover. Take the chipboard piece belonging to Jan., place adhesive on the bottom section and adhere as shown. Insert a small tag from the Jan. Cut Apart behind the chipboard piece.<br><br>2. Cut the month label of Jan. Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5⅞” final width, then, add it to the right side of the Pg 1. Cut a 4⅞” x 5⅞” piece of Jan. Flourish (B-side) and add it to the left side of the page.
3. Cut a 5 3/8” x 5 3/8” piece of Jan. Flourish and add it to Pg 2. Trim 3 postage stamps; apply adhesive only on the bottom edge and adhere as shown. Trim the Winter Wonderland label of Jan. Cut Apart and add it to Pg 2.

4. Cut the journaling card of Jan. Cut Apart and trim the edges to get 5 3/8” x 3 3/4”, then adhere above the pocket of Pg 3, as shown. Cut a 5 3/8” x 1” of the border (Jan. Cut Apart) and adhere to the top of the pocket. Cut a 5 3/8” x 1 1/4” piece of Jan. Flourish and add it to the pocket. Insert some small tags from the Jan. Cut Apart.

5. Cut a 5 3/8” x 3 3/4” of Feb. Flourish (B-side) and add it to the section above the pocket of the Pg 4. Cut a 5 3/8” x 3/4” of the border (Feb. Cut Apart) and add it to the top of the pocket. Cut the stamps (width = 5 3/8”) of Feb. Flourish and add it to the pocket. Insert the tags of Feb. Cut Apart.

6. Cut the month label of Feb. Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5 3/8” final width, then, add it to the upper side of the Pg 5. Cut a 5 3/8” x 3 3/4” piece of March Flourish and add it to the Pg 8, then, trim 4 postage stamps of March Cut Apart, apply adhesive on the bottom edge and add it to the Pg 8. You can insert a small tag behind the stamps.

7. Cut a 5 3/8” x 4 3/8” piece of Feb. Flourish (B-side) and add it to the top side of Pg 6. Cut a 5 3/8” x 1” of the border of Feb. Cut Apart and add it to the bottom section of Pg 6. Embellish this page adding a small tag and “Roses are Red” label.

8. Cut the month label of March Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5 3/8” final width, then, add it to the upper side of the Pg 5. Cut the 6” x 4” Journaling card of March Cut Apart, then trim it with 5 3/8” width, and add it to the Pg 7, then, cut 5 3/8” x 1/2” of the border of March Cut Apart and add it to the bottom section of the page.

9. Cut a 5 3/8” x 5 3/8” piece of March Flourish and add it to the Pg 8, then, trim 4 postage stamps of March Cut Apart, apply adhesive on the bottom edge and add it to the Pg 8.

10. Cut a 5 3/8” x 3 3/4” piece of March Flourish (B-side) adhere above the pocket of the Pg 9. Cut a 5 3/8” x 1” strip (March Cut Apart) and add it to the top of the pocket. Cut a 5 3/8” x 1” piece of March Cut Apart, adhere as shown. Embellish with a March sticker. Insert some tags of March Cut Apart.
11. Cut a 5⅜” x 3⅞” piece of April Flourish (B-side) and add it to the section above the pocket of the Pg 10. Cut the month label of April Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5⅜” final width, then add it to the upper side of the pocket. Cut a 5⅜” x 1” of the border of April Cut Apart (B-side) and add it to the bottom section of the pocket. Cut some tags of April Cut Apart and insert them into the pocket.

12. Cut a 5⅜” x 5⅛” piece of April Flourish and add it to the Pg 11. Cut one postage stamp and add it to the Pg 11, then, trim the April Showers label and add it to the Pg 11, partially over the stamp.

13. Cut a 5⅜” x 3¾” of April Flourish and add it to the upper side of Pg 12. Cut a 5⅜” x 1⅝” piece of April Cut Apart and add it to the bottom section of Pg 12.

14. Cut the month label of May Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5⅛” final width, then, add it to the right side of the Pg 13. Cut a 4⅜” x 6⅞” piece of May Flourish and add it to the left side of Pg 13.

15. Cut the journaling card of May Cut Apart and trim the edges to get 5¼” x 4”, adhere to Pg 14 as shown. Cut a 5⅜” x 1⅝” of May Flourish (B-side) and add it to the bottom section of the Pg 14. Embellish this page with the May sticker.

16. Cut a 5⅜” x 3⅜” piece of May Flourish (B-side) and adhere above the pocket of Pg 15. Cut a 5⅜” x 2” piece of May Flourish and add it to the pocket. Trim three postage stamps of May Cut Apart and adhere. Insert some tags of May Cut Apart.

17. Cut a 5⅜” x 3¼” piece of June Flourish and adhere to Pg 16. Cut a 5⅜” x ⅝” of the border of June Cut Apart and add it to the upper section of the pocket. Cut a 5⅜” x 1⅝” piece of June Flourish (B-side) and add it to the bottom section of the pocket. Insert some tags.

18. Cut the month label of June Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to 5⅛” wide, then, add it to the upper side of the Pg 17. Cut the journaling card of June Cut Apart and trim the edges to get 5¾” x 4”, then, add it to the Pg 17, then, trim a 5⅜” of the pink border of June Cut Apart and add it to the bottom side of the Pg 17.
19. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” piece of June Flourish and add it to Pg 18. Cut 3 postage stamps, apply adhesive only on the bottom edge and add them to the Pg 18, then, trim the Father’s Day label, adhere to page. You can insert a card behind the stamps.

20. Cut the month label of July Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” final width, then, add it to the right side of the Pg 19. Cut a 4\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” piece of July Flourish (B-side) and add it to the left side of the Pg 19.

21. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” piece of July Flourish (B-side) and add it to the Pg 20. Cut 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)” x 5” piece of July Flourish and add it to the Pg 20, then, trim a “make memories” card of July Cut Apart and add it to the Pg 20.

22. Cut the journaling card of July Cut Apart and trim to 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)”, adhere above the pocket of Pg 21. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x ¾” of July Flourish (B-side) and add it to the upper section of the pocket. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)” piece of July Cut Apart (postage stamps) and add it to the pocket. Cut some tags of July Cut Apart and insert them into the pocket.

23. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)” piece of Aug. Flourish (B-side) and add it to the section above the pocket of the Pg 22. Cut the month label of Aug. Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” final width, then add it to the upper side of the pocket. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 1” piece of Aug. Cut Apart (B-side) and add it to the bottom section of the pocket. Cut some tags of Aug. Cut Apart and insert them into the pocket.

24. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” piece of Aug. Flourish and add it to the Pg 23, then, add on the upper side the label “Warm Greetings”.

25. Cut the journaling card of Aug. Cut Apart and trim the edges to get 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 4”, then, add it to the upper section of the Pg 24. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)” piece of Aug. Flourish and add it to the bottom side of the Pg 24. Trim 2 stamps and the Sunflower label of Aug. Cut Apart and add them to the Pg 24.

26. Cut the month label of Sept. Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” final width, then, add it to the upper side of the Pg 25. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)” x 4\(\frac{3}{8}\)” piece of Sept. Flourish and add it to Pg 25.
27. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" piece of *Sept. Flourish* (B-side) and add it to the Pg 26. Cut the border of *Sept. Cut Apart* (5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1") and add it to the right side of the Pg 27, then, trim 3 postage stamps and apply adhesive on the bottom edge only and add them to the Pg 26.

28. Cut the journaling card of *Sept. Cut Apart*, trim to get 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)", then, add it to the upper section of the Pg 27. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)" piece of *Sept. Flourish* (B-side) and add it to the pocket. Cut 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1" strip of *Sept. Cut Apart*, adhere to the pocket. Insert some tags of *Sept. Cut Apart*.

29. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" piece of *Oct. Flourish* (B-side) and add it to the upper section of the Pg 28. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1" strip of *Oct. Cut Apart* and add it to the top section of the pocket, then, cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1" piece of *Oct. Flourish* and add it to the bottom of the pocket. Insert some tags of *Oct. Cut Apart* into the pocket. Embellish with an Oct. sticker.

30. Cut the month label of *Oct. Cut Apart* but trim the lateral edges to get a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" final width, then, add it to the upper side of the Pg 31. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 4\(\frac{3}{8}\)" piece of *Nov. Flourish* and add it to the Pg 31.

31. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" piece of *Oct. Flourish* (B-side) and add it to the Pg 30. Trim 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" of the purple border of *Oct. Flourish* and add it to the bottom section of Pg 30. Cut 3 postage stamps of *Oct. Cut Apart* and add them to the Pg 30.

32. Cut the journaling card of *Nov. Cut Apart* and trim the edges to get 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 4", then, add it to the upper section of the Pg 32. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" wide strip of postage stamps of *Nov. Cut Apart* and add it to the bottom section of the Pg 32. Trim the “Live Simply” label of *Nov. Cut Apart* and adhere.

33. Cut the journaling card of *Nov. Cut Apart* and trim the edges to get 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 4", then, add it to the upper section of the Pg 32. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" wide strip of postage stamps of *Nov. Cut Apart* and add it to the bottom section of the Pg 32. Trim the “Live Simply” label of *Nov. Cut Apart* and adhere.

34. Cut a 5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" piece of *Nov. Flourish* (B-side) and add it to the upper section of Pg 33. Cut 2 pieces (5\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1") of the border of *Nov. Cut Apart* and add one with the border facing up to the top section of the pocket and add the second piece by the opposite side. Add the label Be thankful to the pocket. Insert some tags into the pocket.
35. Cut a 5⅜” x 3¼” piece of Dec. Flourish (B-side) and add it to the upper section of Pg 34. Cut the month label of Dec. Cut Apart but trim the lateral edges to get a 5⅜” final width, then add it to the upper side of the pocket. Cut a 5⅜” x 1” piece of the border of Dec. Cut Apart and add it to the pocket. Insert tags.

36. Cut a 5⅜” x 5⅜” piece of Dec. Flourish and add it to the Pg 35. Trim 3 postage stamps of Dec. Cut Apart and add them to the top section of the Pg 35.

37. Cut the journaling card of Dec. Cut Apart and trim the edges to get 5⅜” x 4”, then, add it to the upper section of the Pg to the Pg 36. Cut a 5⅜” x 1⅛” piece of Dec. Flourish (B-side) and add it to the bottom section of the page.

38. Cut a 5⅛” x 5⅛” piece of Dec. Flourish and add it to the back of back cover, then, add the December sticker.

39. Cut a 5⅛” x 5⅛” piece of Aug. Flourish and add it to the Front Cover. Cut a 1⅛” x 5⅛” piece of Aug. Flourish (back) and add it to the left section of the Front cover. Cut a 4 ¼” x 4 ½” of Nov. Flourish and trim a round with 4⅜” diameter. Adhere to the Front Cover.

40. Add the leaves and the five small roses and two medium roses to the left section of the Front cover with hot glue, then, add the two small square chipboard Pieces to the Front Cover.

41. Cut a 5⅜” x 5⅛” piece of Aug. Flourish and add it to the back cover. Cut a 2⅛” x 5⅛” of Nov. Flourish, trim a rectangle (1⅜” x 2½”) matching[c1] with the position of the metal embellishment on the Spine, then, add it to the Cover Spine. Finally, add the Nov. Chipboard Piece to the metal embellishment.

We still have leftovers and the square pockets, the following are some suggestions on how to use them.
42. Trim a square card of *Jan. Cut Apart*, round the corners and add it to a square tag, then, trim the “Winter Wishes” label and add it to the bottom section. Flip over the tag and do the same but for Feb. There are 6 tags for 12 months, share one tag for two months.

43. Follow Step 42 for the next months, then, insert the tags into the pockets as you prefer.

44. Take a *Jan. Flourish* leftover and trim a 5” x 5” piece and round the corners, then, cut a 3¾” x 1” piece of *Jan. Flourish*, round the corners and score a line by the middle (½”), fold it. Take a square card of *Jan. Cut Apart*, flip it over and add one section of the 3¾” x 1” piece to the top edge.

45. Add the other score section to the 5” x 5” Piece leaving ½” from the top edge, then, trim two quote labels, round the top corners and add one to the top edge of the 5” x 5” piece, flip over this piece and add the second label at back. Finally, add a couple of postage stamps to the Piece 5” x 5”.

46. You can do these nice cards for each month if you prefer and insert them into the lateral pockets.

You're finished with the Vol. 1 Time to Flourish Mini Album!

Don't forget, there's also a fun coordinating Card Kit sold separately!